Proof. Induction on h(x) that h(x)
h(x*) if x has maximal height in x + S. COROLLARY 
M has the coset property if and only if every
finitely generated submodule is copure. LEMMA 
// R is complete f a reduced module M with no elements of infinite height has the coset property.
Proof. Let S = {y lf , y s }. It must be shown that x + S contains an element of maximal height. We may assume that x $ S, otherwise 0 has maximal height in x + S. Under this assumption we show by induction on s that y + S contains only finitely many distinct heights.
Let s = 1. If h(x + a n y) = a n is strictly increasing, then h(b n y)=a n , where b n = a n+1 -a n . Hence h(b n+1 y) > h(b n y). Let (p m{n) ) be the smallest ideal containing b n . Then m(n + 1) > m(n), i.e., m(n)-+ oo, and so ί> w -> 0. Hence {α n } is a Cauchy sequence and a n -• α, since ϋ! is complete. Now α? + α?/ = # + α n 2/ + (α -α n )#. If fe((α -α w )τ/) > a n for all w, then x + ay has infinite height and is thus 0, contradicting x $ S. Therefore we may assume that h((a -a n )y) = h((a -a m )y) for all m>n. But then a -a n and α -a m are associates, contradicting a -a m -» 0. Hence {α n } cannot be strictly increasing, i.e., there can only be a finite number of heights in the coset.
For the general case, suppose h(x + a\y x + + afy s ) = a n is strictly increasing.
Suppose further that each coordinate sequence {αf} is Cauchy, and so α? -> α^ for each i. Then The height of the first term on the right is a n while the height of the remaining terms gets arbitrarily large. Hence x + a 1 y 1 + + a s y s has infinite height and so must be 0, contradicting x <£ S. Hence {a n } cannot be strictly increasing, i.e., there are only a finite number of heights.
Therefore we may assume {αf} contains no Cauchy subsequence, and so we may assume further that it consists of incongruent units. Now h{a^\x + Σa]y ό ) -α?(a? + Σa] +ι y 3 )) -a n -h((a^+ 1 -aΐ) x + Σbly k ) , where and fc > 2. Since α? +1 -α? is a unit, and since multiplication by a unit does not alter heights, we may assume it is 1. But there are only 8 -1 y's occurring, and so the inductive hypothesis applies. Hence there can only be a finite number of heights, and so {a n } cannot be strictly increasing. Thus x + S contains only finitely many distinct heights. LEMMA 
If R is compact and M is a reduced module of rank 2, then M has the coset property.
Proof. Let S be a finitely generated submodule with x $ S. By the method of [4] , it suffices to consider the case when S is generated by two elements of infinite order, y and z. Moreover, we may assume h(x + a n y + b n z) -a n , where {a n } is strictly increasing. Since R is compact, we may assume that a n -> a and b n -^b.
x + ay + bz = (x + a n y + b n z) + ((a -a n )y + (b -b n )z). Now the height of the first term on the right is a n . If the other term has height > a n for all n, then h(x + ay + bz) > a n for all n and x + ay + bz is the desired element. Hence we may suppose that h((a -a n )y + (b -b n )z) = β < a n . This equation must hold for all m > n. If a sequence {c w } converges to c, there is a subsequence {c w .} such that c -c n . and c TO -c n . are associates, In our case, there are units u n and v n such that (a -a n )yu n (a n+1 -a n )y and (b -b n )z = v w (δ w+1 -6 n )z. (We have assumed, for notation, that {a n } and {6 W } are the subsequences). Hence (a -a n )y + (b -6J2 = u n (x + a n+1 y + b n+1 z)
are associates, and non-zero since β < a n < 00. Hence there must be a maximal power of p dividing any of them, contradicting the fact that LEMMA 3.5. // R is complete and M is reduced of rank 1, then M has the coset property.
Proof. Kaplansky and Mackey [4] . To this point, all modules with the coset property have been modules over a complete DVR. We shall now exhibit modules over a possibly incomplete ring which have the coset property. For this purpose we consider tensor products. All tensor products will be taken over the ring R. Proof, i?* is a torsion-free i?-module, and R is a pure submodule [31. Further, if δ + R e R*/R, there is an r e R such that δ -r = p8 ', 8'eR*. Therefore δ + R = pδ' + R and so p(R*/R) = R*IR. Hence R*/R is torsion-free and divisible.
Exactness of the sequence 0 -> R -* R* -> R*jR -> 0 induces exactness of Tor (R*/R, M) -> JB(g) M-> R* ® Λf-> {R*IR) (g) JkΓ-> 0.. i2(g) Λf = Λf and, since R*/R is torsion-free, Tor (R*jR, M) = 0. Thus x -> 1 0 x is an imbedding of M into R* ® M. But the sequence also implies that (i2* (g) M)\M& (R*/R) (g) M. Since i2*/i2 is torsion-free and divisible, we have (i2*/JB) (g) Λf torsion-free. Hence Λf is pure in i? * (g) Λί and contains the torsion submodule of i? * 0 M. We already know that x -> 1 (g) x is a monomorphism; this last remark shows it is an epimorphism when restricted to T. Thus T ^ 22* (g) T, which is the torsion submodule of R * (g) M. LEMMA 
which is finite. This contradiction completes the proof. is an isomorphism. In particular,
Since x $ S, x + S Φ 0. Since j is a monomorphism, by Lemma 3.6, i(α + S) ^ 0. Therefore l(g)^ + 22*(g)S^O, i.e., 1 (g) x $ 22* (g) S. Hence l(g)# + 22*(g)S contains only finitely many distinct heights, bj; Lemma 3.3. Therefore the pure subset x + S of l(g)x + 22*(g)S car contain only finitely many distinct heights, and so it has an element of maximal height.
We now sum up the results of this section in the following theorem. , r s ) as a 1 by s matrix. It is easy to verify that / == g is an equivalence relation. If M is a reduced module of finite rank s, then any ordered independent set of elements x lf , x s determines a strand / by f(r lf , r s ) = h(ΣriXi). f is the strand determined by the x's. It is straightforward to see that two strands determined by different ordered maximal independent subsets of M are equivalent in the above sense. Thus M determines an equivalence class of strands, which we denote S(M). Clearly S(M) is an invariant of M. Proof. Exactly as in [4] . LEMMA 
Let M and M' be KM modules with S(M) = S(M'). Then there are maximal independent subsets in M and in M
r which determine the same strand.
Proof. Let y lf « ,^g be independent in M with strand /; let
Hence there are non-negative integers m and n and a nonsingular matrix (a i3 ) over R such that
i.e.,
h( P '»+»Σr t y' i ) = h{p n ΣΣr i a i3 y j ) .
Set &« = p n Σa ίj y j and set α J = p™^.
THEOREM 4.3. Let M and M f be KM modules. M and M' are isomorphic if and only if they have the same Ulm invariants and S(M) = S(M').
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, there are maximal independent subsets
Let S be the submodule of Λf generated by the cc's and let S' be the submodule of M' generated by the x"s. Define f:S-+S' by f(x ί ) = fljj. Since S and S' are free on generators x i9 respectively x[ 9 f is a well-defined isomorphism. Moreover, our choice of generators makes / height-preserving. This isomorphism is now extended stepwise to an isomorphism of M and M' by Lemma 4.1. To ensure catching all of M and M' y we take fixed countable sets of generators for each and alternate between adjoining an element of M and an element of M r . Since the elements of M and M f have finite order modulo S and S' respectively, we can suppose that at each step we are adjoining an element x such that px lies in the preceding submodule. This is precisely the situation of Lemma 4.1. As first applications of the structure theorem, we now solve a square-root problem and a cancellation problem. Proof.
S(M) = S(T®M) = S(T0I') = S(M') .
By Ulm's Theorem, we may cancel T to obtain that the torsion submodules of M and M' are isomorphic. 
then S(M) = S(M').
Since M and M f have the same Ulm invariants, M^M' by 4.3.
5 Φ Modules over incomplete rings* At present we have a structure theorem for KM modules, and the only KM modules over incomplete rings that we know are those of rank 1 with no elements of infinite height. In Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 , however, we saw that we could obtain information about a module M by examining 12*(g)Λf, which we henceforth denote M*. We now investigate this situation more closely. Proof. We shall be done if we can prove h{Σc % 0 c^) > k implies h(Σc t (g) x'i) > k, for any finite k. Choose r t e R such that c h -r 4 e p fc i2*. Then Jet (g) aj t = ί(c t -r t ) (g) a? 4 + I'rj <g) a? 4 Hence /^(iJr, (g) x,) > fc. By Lemma 3.6, h(Σr t 
Let Λf be a module with no elements of infinite height. M is taut if length Λf = length Λf*; otherwise Λf is slack.
Note that length ( [3, page 26] ) may be defined for not necessarily reduced modules. Thus Λf is taut if and only if the reduced part of Λf * has no elements of infinite height. It is an open question whether slack modules exist; it is easy, however, to give an example in which Λf has no elements of infinite height while Λf * has a proper divisible submodule. Let M be an indecomposable torsion-free lϋ-module of rank 2 of the type exhibited in [3, page 46] . M is reduced (and so has no elements of infinite height, being torsion-free), but M* « iϋ* 0 Q*, Q* being the quotient field of i£*. Proof. There is a unique solution to the equation py = x. THEOREM 
Let M and M' be taut semi-KM modules. Then M and M' are isomorphic if and only if they have the same Ulm invariants and S(M) = S(M').
Proof. Since M and M' have isomorphic torsion submodules, so do M* and Theorem 5.8 suggests that taut modules have the coset property. We now exhibit a counter-example. EXAMPLE 5.9. There exist taut modules which do not have the coset property.
Proof. Let M be an indecomposable torsion-free iϋ-module of rank 2, where R is (necessarily) incomplete. M is taut, by 5.7. Let S be a pure submodule of rank 1. Since M is reduced, S must be cyclic. Further, M/S& Q. Thus S cannot be copure. Hence M does not have the coset property, by 3.2.
6 Completely decomposable modules We begin this section with the study of the simplest completely decomposable modules: those of rank 1. We have already seen that if we assume no elements of infinite height, modules of rank 1 are taut. Using results of the last section, we can now prove a cancellation law. Proof. By 3.6. M* ^ ΛΓ* implies that the torsion submodules of M and M' are isomorphic. If x has infinite order in M, x f has infinite order in ΛF, then the strands determined by 1 (g) x and 1 (g) x f are equivalent. But equivalence for modules of rank 1 is via two nonnegative integers and a one-by-one matrix over R*, i.e., an element of R*. But any element of iϋ* has the form up* where u is a unit. Since multiplication by a unit does not alter heights, we may assume that the one-by-one matrix lies in R. But then we are calculating equivalence over R. The purity of the imbedding of M into M* yields
S(M) = S(M'). Hence M^ M'.
If rank ikf = 1, then S(M) has a representative /: R-» ordinals and co, where f(r) = h(rx) for some element x of infinite order. But we know that if r and r f are associates in R, then f(r) = f(r'). Hence / is completely determined by its values at p fc , k = 0, 1, 2, Thus S(M) can be looked upon as an equivalence class of sequences of ordinals. Indeed, these ordinal sequences are the extra invariant Kaplansky and Mackey discovered in their paper.
DEFINITION.
A sequence of ordinals {a n } has a gap at a n if a n+1 > 1 + a n .
LEMMA (Kaplansky) . If {a n } is the Ulm sequence of x ([3, page 57]), and if {a n } has a gap at <x nJ then the a n th Ulm invariant of MΦO.
Proof. Since h(p n x) = a n and h(p n+1 x) -a n+1 > 1 + a n , there is a yeM such that h(p n y) > a n and p n+2 y = p n+1 x.
Then t has order p and height a n . Thus the a n th. Ulm invariant of M is non-zero. Suppose we are given a monotone increasing sequence of non-negative integers and a torsion module T. Is there a module of rank 1 possessing these as invariants? Kaplansky's lemma provides a link between these two objects, and the following theorem shows it is the only restriction.
THEOREM 6.2. Let T be a countaly generated torsion module with no elements of infinite height; let {a n } be a strictly increasing sequence of non-negative integers such that {a n } has a gap at a n implies U a (T) is non-zero. Then there exists a KM module M of rank 1 whose torsion submodule is isomorphic to T and such that S(M) is the equivalence class of {a n }.
Proof. In this proof we often denote p k by expfc. If {a n } has only a finite number of gaps, equivalence allows us to assume that a n = n for all n. Then M = Γφ R is the desired module. Therefore we may assume {a n } has an infinite number of gaps. Let {a n .} be the subsequence of gaps. The conditions on T imply T is the direct sum of cyclic modules. Further the compatibility condition tells us that T has a cyclic summand C. h of order (exp (a n . + 1)); let a % be a generator of C t . There is a B such that T&B®ΣC t .
We first construct a certain submodule M' of 77 C έ .
Define x = {w 4 αj where u % = exp (a n . -n t ). x has infinite order; for p m x = 0 4=Φ> p m u i a i = 0 for all i φ=#> exp (m + a n . -n^di = 0 for all i <Φ=Φ m + oc nι -n t > a n . + 1 for all i <#=#> m > n t + 1 for all i. This is impossible since n % -• oo. We claim that if p^αi ^ 0, then p fc^ e (exp a k ). In other words, if k + a n . -^ < a n . + 1, then k + a n . -n t > a k . Equivalently, if n t > k, then a n . -a k > n t -k. But a n . -a k = (α n . -^^J + ... + (α fc+1 -a k ) > n t -k.
Thus for each k we may define an element x k with the property that (exp α fc )# fc = p k x: set x k = {^ίαj, where te* = 0 if fc > ^ + 1, while u\ = exp( -α fc + fc + α w . -wO otherwise. Set M r = the submodule of 77C £ generated by the x fc 's. Note that h(p k x) = α fc in Λf'. It can be no greater, since the height of an element of 77 Ci is the smallest power of p which occurs in one of its coordinates. Hence h(p k x) = a k in 77 C^, and so can be no larger in the submodule M'.
We still must determine the torsion submodule T' of M r . Given any two x k s, multiplication of each by a suitable power of p makes their coordinates equal from some point on. Hence any element of finite order in M r cannot have an infinite number of non-zero coordinates. But it may be verified that for all i, a, = exp (a n . +i -a n . -n t+1 + ^K. +1 -% H .
Hence T' = ΣCi. Thus I=F0β is the module we seek, where B is the module we originally found satisfying T' 0 B & T.
We now prove the existence of minimal modules possessing an element of a given Ulm sequence.
COROLLARY.
Let {a n } be a strictly increasing sequence of nonnegative integers, and let {a n .} be its subsequence of gaps. Let T be the direct sum of cyclic modules C t of order (exp (a n . + 1)). Then there exists a KM module 1 with torsion submodule T and which contains an element x such that h(p n x) = a n . Further, M is a direct summand of any KM module M f of rank 1 which contains an elements whose Ulm sequence is {ct n }.
Proof. We need only prove the last statement, since the existence of M with the prescribed invariants follows immediately from Theorem 6.2. Let T r be the torsion submodule of Λf\ By Kaplansky's lemma, the α^.th Ulm invariant of T' is non-zero. Hence there are cardinals U n such that U n {T') = U n + U n (T). Let V be the torsion module with Ulm invariants given by U n . By Ulm's theorem, T f τ& V® T. The KM module V@M has torsion submodule 70Γ and S(F0I) = S(M'). Hence 70M and M r are isomorphic, by the structure theorem. Thus there is an uncountable number of non-isomorphic KM modules of rank 1 with no elements of infinite height. In particular we have exhibited modules of rank 1 which do not split. DEFINITION. x lf •• ,α? s is a decomposition set for M if it is a maximal independent subset of M and h^Er^ = min hfaxt) for all r^ e R. A subdecomposition set is a not necessarily maximal independent subset satisfying the above condition on heights.
DEFINITION. A decomposition set has k gaps at level n if k of its elements have Ulm sequences which have a gap at n. Proof. Let T and T f be the torsion submodules of M and M' respectively. Then I0Γ and tf'φT are isomorphic, by 5.8.
We now prove a technical lemma which will allow us to obtain our first direct summand theorem. 8 are independent. Suppose Σr i y i = 0. Then 0 = {Σr^w^Xi -ΣTiWnXi which implies r t w u = 0 for all i > 2, since the x's are independent. Since w n Φ 0, we must have r t = 0 for all i >2; hence the y's are independent.
Next we show that the y's satisfy the required condition on their heights. We are now in the situation of the lemma. Applying the lemma k times (after each application, we must normalize the y's obtained so that they have identical Ulm sequences), we obtain s -k independent elements in {α s _ fc+1 , • , αj c5 which is a subdecompostion set of M. By the purity of B, and since rank B = s -k, these elements constitute a decomposition set for B. By Theorem 6.4, B is completely decomposable. Hence B = ΣB jf and our initial remarks imply that S(Bj) = S(Mi) for all i and j. By Lemma 6.5, B 3 and Af 4 are almost isomorphic. Hence 5 is almost isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of M L .
W^x
I have been unable to discover the truth of Theorem 6.7 in the event all the M t are not isomorphic to each other. (M' a ) 9 s are the same. Since B is a direct summand of M, it is a direct summand of 2?'. By 6.7, B is completely decomposable. Since all elements of infinite order have equivalent Ulm sequences, B is almost isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of M Λ .
We are now in a position to consider uniqueness of a decomposition of a module into the direct sum of modules of rank 1. The unpredictability of the torsion submodules does not allow one to find pairs of isomorphic summands from two different decompositions. For example, if C is cyclic of order (p) and ikί=i20C0Cφi2, different associations yield different decompositions of M as a direct sum of modules of rank 1 whose terms are not pairwise isomorphic. However, the two decompositions do have isomorphic refinements. Ulm ' s Theorem and condition (ii), we may cancel and obtain Σ ^ ^ Σ ^Π Since any two decompositions of a module which is the direct sum of cyclic modules have isomorphic refinements, Σ^ΐ an( i Σ^l have isomorphic refinements. This completes the proof.
As a corollary, we have another proof of the square root problem, Theorem 4.5. This paper is part of a dissertation written at the University of Chicago. I wish to thank Professor I. Kaplansky for his guidance.
